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Cub Babble

River and smoke, crisp mist floats from our mouths, and 
then hangs suspended in mid-air, an emblem of what we 
said; the edges are necessarily foggy. Our eyes pierce any 
cloud or darkness. Our call reveals any distance. We grow 
into our warmth. We shed the river and run through smoke 
the same colour as our fur. We disappear in the fall. Our 
eyes loll periphery into a uniform blankness. We’ve become 
wolves. Our words have become like wolves.
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Like Wolves

Mist droplets tip each spike of fur on our lean bodies as 
we appear. Language becomes like our forest. We know 
where water falls, where safety exists and where to avoid 
and when. Trees spindle around us as we lope their lines, 
the disorderly forest neatly recognized in scent, in memory. 
When will the day come that our words can hunt again?

A Pack Memory or A Paragraph

One to remember the tree that was hit by lightning. One 
to remember that a sentence knows when to stop. One to 
remember the cool shallow stream where we can fish. One 
to remember our secret cave in the hills toward the sunrise. 
One to remember the sunrise. One to remember lightning. 
A sentence knows when one remembers a sentence. What 
we call the hunt. Left alone the wolf won’t hunt. Let me 
remember that left alone a wolf won’t hunt.
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Boundaries and Frontiers

Legally, the rocks challenge the wind and water for their 
right to wield supreme executive power over the forest. 
They believe only they are capable enough to determine 
the shifty border that separates the forest proper from 
the world beyond. The animals, for their part, stay out 
of it, content to exist within the comfortable confines 
represented by the visible limit of the forest as determined 
by the clear demarcation between trees and fields. The 
rocks extend the forest’s boundary a little farther to include 
the far-reaching roots which siphon water filtered through 
the bedrock under the fields. The water and wind challenge 
the rocks’ claims and determine that even the fields are 
within the domains of the forest since without the forest’s 
edge there would be no such thing as a field in the first 
place. The water and wind believe there is nothing other 
than the forest. The rocks are stoic legacy, the wind and 
water an omnipresent history able to reference the constant 
stability of their repetitive impermanence. We have yet 
to hear from the trees as to which side of the debate they 
favour. Thus far they have been able to remain aloof despite 
having a vested interest in a larger, static and fixed forest.
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Abandon

A lone white wolf patrolled at the entrance, her fur ragged, 
her pace slow. She growled. She moved back and forth with 
her head low to the ground. The trees around her shook 
slightly and the ground carried her quiet growl out into the 
meadow where I sat listening. Now this is the entrance, I 
thought. “Every word is your guide,” the wolf whispered.

Clarity

In the wind, the wolves feel their purpose emerge. They 
believe their words to be glass. To them, their speech 
sounds like the purity of a million shards shattering against 
stone.
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Autumn

A song weaved through the trees, branches knit furiously 
in the wind, beautiful and frantic music settled down to 
the forest floor where rocks listened and said in reply: “it is 
you that has come.” The wolves sat near the rocks and said: 
“the music is only the wind through the trees, rattling cold 
branches together.” The rocks said to the wolves in one 
voice: “shows what you know.”
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Silhouettes (a wolf’s poem)

Light whispers through the otherwise silent glass forest. 
It carves these figures against a quiet backdrop. It makes 
actors of words. We see them move and slink to the end of 
the book and then back again. They act like wolves.

Alternate Territory

“The river is a rough guide to follow to the city,” the old, 
sleek wolf said. “It is the only thing here not-glass.” The cubs 
gathered around his paws. They loved to listen to the old 
wolf’s stories even though all of their parents said he was 
mad for talking with the river.
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Drunken Raven

A rough music rumbles stones against the riverbed, 
smoothes pebbles into rolling against the forest. It is an 
echo that destroys an original voice; like a ring of second 
growth around the primary scorch. Dreams toil between 
animals, keeps sound tacked to a barren copse. Let your 
anger permeate water to silver flow as rocks churn their 
permanence against a forgotten ability to change. That lets 
ravens become wolves and stones turn into both. I can’t 
remember when I began to speak.
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